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ABSTRACT 
Slope stablllty analysls is a very important component of geotechn~cal designs related 
to earth dams, natural slopes, highways and railway embankments It is necessary that 
in inany cases the slope analyses include assessment of stability in terms of ultimate 
load carrying capaclty and tolerable deformations The present practice is to use the 
conventlonal slope stability approaches (more popularly Bishop's method for design) 
and design decisions are dlctated by average factors of safety with out taklng In to , 
cognizance, deformatlon related stability, variability of local factor of safety In a slope 
etc Satisfactory slope deslgn should preclude excesswe deformatlon as well as 
catastrophic failure Hence ~t is necessary to develop methods for predlctmg the 
embankment deformation as well as degree of safety agamst sliding 
In order to predict the stresses, stralns and displacements wlth In the slopes, ~t is 
necessary to employ analytical procedures other than equilibrium methods The 
development of f m t e  element method of analysis and finite difference method have 
made ~t feasible to analyze slope stab~llty problems involving much greater degrees of 
complexity than was formerly possible, while at the same time reducmg the effort 
required 
Review of the literature on slope stabihty analysls clearly shows that conventional 
methods of slope stability are incapable of predicting the local factor of safety The 
zones of excessive stresses or deformations cannot be ~dentified by the conventlonal 
methods Conventional methods of slope stability do not take in to account of the 
stress-stram behavior of so11 Most of the conventional methods of slope stab~lity do 
not satisfy all the conditions of equlllbrium In the conventional methods of analysls, 
the factor of safety is assumed to be same all along the potentla1 failure surface 
In the dissertation, these aspects have been exammed and two popular constitutive 
models Duncan's hyperbolic model and Mohr-Coulomb model are used to evaluate 
stralns at different polnts along the probable potential failure surface, Bishop's failure 
surface and a detailed comparative study of factors of safety is made Detaled 
parametric studies of Duncan's hyperbolic model show that the variations in Duncan's 
material parameters do not affect the variations of local factors of safety However 
they affect the deformation behavlor Hence a proper choice of model parameters 1s 
necessary when the deformation related stability is examined 
The embankment model 1s modeled by Duncan's hyperbol~c model and Mohr- 
Coulomb model An approach to evaluate the actual fallure surface and corresponding 
factor of safety in terms of maximum major principal strains for Duncan model, in 
terms of shear strains for Mohr-Coulomb model 1s suggested A critlcal assessment of 
Blshop's safety factor, actual safety factor and variation of local safety factors along 
the failure surface is made The comparative study is performed in terms slope angle 
and hCg It 1s suggested that a complete slope design should include study in terms of 
deformation related stability where In the tolerable deformat~ons are specified for a 
glven sltuatlon and design considering of variations of local factor of safety and 
average factor of safety 
